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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any FIVE from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions : (2 x 10) 

 a) What is meant by ‘wedge action’ in metal machining?  
 b) What is the significance of nose radius of single point cutting tool on machining 

performance? 
 

 c) What are the factors that contribute to the formation of discontinuous chips in 
metal machining? 

 

 d) How a cutting tool is designated?  
 e) How build-up edge on a cutting tool is undesirable?  
 f) Why are discontinuous type chips preferred over the continuous type?  
 g) Name the factors that contribute to crater wear of tool.  
 h) Enumerate the essential requirements of a tool-material in machining.  
 i) What do you understand by ‘Machinability’?  
 j) How can the tool life be increased?  
    

Q2 a) Sketch a single point cutting tool under ASA system. Define various tool angles 
and discuss their importance. 

(5) 

 b) Discuss the composition, applications, advantages and limitations of carbon steel, 
ceramic and cemented carbide as a tool material. 

(5) 

    
Q3 a) What are the forces developed in plane slab milling and drilling? Discuss with 

suitable schematic sketches. 
(5) 

 b) Describe force system in turning using Merchant circle diagram. (5) 
    

Q4 a) Explain the mechanism of chip formation. (5) 
 b) Draw the geometry of a slab milling cutter and explain its elements. (5) 
    

Q5 a) Describe the method to determine chip tool interface temperature in metal cutting. (5) 
 b) Discuss the various techniques of applying cutting fluid at the cutting zone. (5) 
    

Q6 a) What are the factors affecting tool wear? Discuss different criteria of tool wear. (5) 
 b) What is meant by machinability and tool life in metal machining? Describe 

Taylor’s tool life equation with associated variables. 
(5) 

    
Q7  Derive an expression for velocity of chip flow in orthogonal machining. 

From the following data relating to orthogonal cutting, calculate compression and 
shear force, coefficient of friction between chip and tool face. 
Feed force = 850 N; Cutting force =1600 N; 
Chip thickness ratio =0.26 and Tool rake angle = 100. 

(10) 

    
Q8  Write short answer on any TWO : (5 x 2) 

 a) Energy of cutting process  
 b) Mode of failure under stress  
 c) Grinding of single point cutting tool  
 d) Economics of metal machining  
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